Web Services, and in particular REST Web Services [5] , are expected to follow a series of conventions, and so it should be possible to create a framework that abstracts the parts of the testing model which are applicable to all such services. This way we would not have to develop tests from scratch for each project but, instead, it would be sufficient to adapt the framework to each set of particular requirements.
The REST model
According to the REST architecture [5] , each resource must have a permanent Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) that identifies a resource globally [2] and which must be unique and persistent. In conformance with the HTTP protocol, whenever we want to retrieve a resource we must use the method GET; when we want Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). to add a new resource we must use the method POST; when we want to remove a resource we must use the method DELETE; and when we want to modify a resource we must use the method PUT.
No assumptions must be made about the location of resources since it should be possible to find them by following hyperlinks from a base URI [14] . With this assumption in mind we can model a collection of resources in a similar way to how we would model a database And all the entries in the collection will follow a common pattern. For example:
http ... book_collection/entries/Cinderella In our model we can then define five operations, four based on the HTTP actions, and a fifth to list an entire set of resources. We give these as Erlang functions and indicate how they map to their equivalents in HTTP. For example get(Key) -> Entry retrieves the entry with key Key: e.g.
would be implemented as a GET call to the URL where the entry with key Key is stored:
GET .../book_collection/entries/Cinderella and the other operations are similar.
In our implementation of the statem [7] model, we define the state as a record containing two data structures: One set with all the keys that have been returned by the post/1 command, and one dictionary with the pairs of keys and resources that are stored and have not yet been deleted.
In our statem module we generate sequences using the four basic commands get/1, put/2, post/1, and delete/1. Each of these commands expect at most two parameters: a key and a resource. Keys are generated either randomly or, when possible, they are chosen from the set of all previous keys. Resources are always generated by the function comment gen/0 which is specific to each Web Service.
The "next state" functions update the resources in the dictionaries and add the new keys to the set as expected. No preconditions are needed since all the commands can be performed at any time. Postconditions check that errors are received whenever the keys are wrong, and that the resources returned by the command get/1 at least contain the information stored under the same key in the appropriate dictionary of the state record.
Finally, in order to ensure that the model and the Web Service are always on the same page, we implemented invariant/1 to call the method list() and check that the list of hashes returned matches the hashes we have stored in the state of our model at anytime. The code of the test model is given in the full paper [10] .
Testing Real Web Services
Storage Room [15] is an engine that provides users with an online database with a RESTful API, with an administration website. Google Tasks [6] is a simple web application that allows users to keep several lists of tasks and subtasks, with due dates and the ability to mark tasks as done; again this provides a RESTful API (as well as the usual one).These are production systems, and so we were constrained in their use: we introduced a delay of half a second between requests and limited the number of test cases produced by QuickCheck to 30.
Testing unearthed no faults, but we did find a discrepancy between expected and actual behaviour: if in Storage Room we POST an object, then we DELETE it and finally we GET it, we still obtain the object back (but with a trash meta-attribute set). This 'delated' delete mimics the behaviour of 'trash' on the desktop, and indeed Klein and Namjoshi, in their formalisation of RESTful behaviour [9] , also see this variation of the behaviour of DELETE as reasonable. We updated the test module to reflect this, and then the 30 test cases passed without a problem. These modified tests also worked with Google Tasks without any further changes.
Finite State Machine
As an alternative approach, we can abstract out some of the preconditions and postconditions by designing the model as a finite state machine with multiple states; in particular, we make the distinction between an empty and a non-empty store, and whether or not there are any elements marked as trash. We can implement this model using the fsm module from QuickCheck, implying that QuickCheck will try to ensure that the visits to each state are balanced so that the tests generated reach all the functionalities evenly.
Generators
Input to Web Services usually consists of XML or JSON structures. In the recent years JSON [4] has been gaining popularity; JSON is a format with similar functionality to XML, but JSON objects can also be interpreted as pure JavaScript. Its syntax basically consists of nested dictionaries ({...}), arrays ([...]), and the basic boolean, number, string, and null primitives . Both Storage Room and Google Tasks produce and expect JSON as resources.
In the early stages of this experiment, we used the same object as input for all the tests; in the final version, we used randomly generated objects to get better coverage of the target systems.
In order to make a QuickCheck generator out of a JSON structure, we had several options: we could use strings with pieces of JSON and use Erlang to put them together, we could use the Erlang representation of JSON and then encode the composition, we could use a similar approach to the one used on XML by Lampropoulos and Sagonas in [11] , we could create a new language mixing both JSON and Erlang's symbolic representation, or similarly we could add annotations as template languages like PHP or JSP do with HTML. In our case it was enough to label attributes with tags as strings in the JSON itself. With these tags we can specify which kind of generator should be placed where, and which parameters could be omitted. We can then parse the JSON structures with libraries like mochijson2 from MochiWeb project [13] , and find and replace the tags programmatically.
For example, wherever we find the string "bool()" we would replace it with the bool() generator from QuickCheck. In the same way we can choose to remove or not elements that are tagged as "optional()", or insert generators for other types of data.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper contributes a practical example using QuickCheck to test RESTful Web Services, applying the technique to two specific scenarios. The approach involves substantial manual work that could be automated in the future. It is also not very extensive, since we only tested single collections and we did not cover dependencies between different collections or between parameters inside the same entry. As we tested 'external' web services we had to reduce the number of tests cases; that could be relaxed 'in house'.
The obvious next step would be to automate this process further. However, there are also a number of other improvements that would be useful, such as including tools to focus on common bugs that are already well known: buffer overruns, problems with encoding, etc.
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